
From: Jenny Schneider
To: HHC Exhibits
Subject: Fwd: HB 3063
Date: Wednesday, February 27, 2019 3:02:25 PM

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Jenny Schneider <jennyteaches@icloud.com>
Date: February 27, 2019 at 2:56:31 PM PST
To: hhc.exhibits@or3gonlegislature.gov
Subject: HB 3063

It has come to my attention that the legislature is about to vote on a bill that would
require mandatory vaccinations of a plethora of “disease preventative” injections.
 

I am a teacher with 39 years of professional experience. I have seen many
changes in our approaches to educating children.  We have attempted to open our
doors wider to families of color, broad religious, and socio economic
backgrounds.  

Since I was a child, there have always been vaccines, however the increase in the
range and number of required vaccines is alarming.  
The decision to make any vaccine mandatory should be a personal family right.  It
should not be influenced by big pharma or a rushed legislative session.  Our
access to health care is severely limited, sometimes with long waits or
predetermined protocols for treatment and access. 

AS AN EDUCATOR , I believe all students have a right to a free, quality
education and should NOT be singled out and refused this right due to a current
vaccine list. It is our responsibility to provide a continuous  same quality
education for every child regardless of their vaccine choice. Personally, I have
refused updates or new vaccines until I have a chance to research the health
benefit.  

My grandchild is 2 .  I am anxious about the long lasting health deficits of some
vaccines.  The requirement seems like a Pandora’s Box, opening to another
potentially life damaging reaction.  Guardasil is one such vaccine.  

I encourage prudence and caution in this decision that will affect many life’s. The
belief that education and not panic should guide our decision making is
paramount to preserving health and freedom. 

Jennifer Schneider 
Hillsboro, Oregon 
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